“QUALITY IS OUR WATCHWORD”

... and our slogan is BUILT-IN to Elgeet-Olympus microscopes and accessories... quality and craftsmanship you can SEE and FEEL. Write today for specifications on models shown as well as on the complete Elgeet-Olympus QUALITY line.

WRITE DEPT. APS • 10 DAY FREE TRIAL • IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Elgeet OPTICAL CO., INC. • SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT AND APPARATUS DIVISION
838 SMITH STREET • ROCHESTER 6, NEW YORK

"Quality is our watchword... Precision Engineering our constant goal!"
Today’s best buy in a recording spectrophotometer!

...Spectronic 505® Recording Spectrophotometer
...from $3685, less than half the cost of the others

No other recording spectrophotometer has ever won such prompt acceptance. In just a few short months it has become the best seller in the field. And with good reason. High accuracy and speed of analysis make it a sensible buy for recording transmittance, linear absorbance, reflectance and emission throughout the UV and visible ranges. But consider its astonishingly low price...add up its exclusive features...and you'll see why so many laboratories have specified it as today's best buy.

- Certified-Precision Diffraction Gratings—high resolving power and linear dispersion; constant, narrow band pass.
- Exclusive electronic sensor—automatically gives faster, more accurate recording.
- Exclusive long life air-cooled Hydrogen lamp. No water cooling lines and drainage.

- Precise reflectance values are easily obtained.
- Only $3685, visible range; $4285, UV-Visible.

BAUSCH & LOMB INCORPORATED
64210 Bausch St., Rochester 2, N.Y.

Send me Spectronic 505 Recording Spectrophotometer Catalog D-2009.
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